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Aware, in the seclusion of my own thoughts, an eye, the observer, awake, willingly drowning...
Going deeper, darker, sweeter, sweet in its darkness, raising questions unobstructed, uncut,
free flowing and free falling…

So we think it’s a turning point, some days are better than
others, the shades in front of our eyes change color, and
everything seems calmer...

Tech File:

And so the darkness came and spoke to the lizard as he was hiding for the night. She came 1. Brigitte Bardot
to him in a whisper and told him to move… What came next was
(2m x 3m)
daylight. Unaware of the night that had passed, the lizard looked Acrylic on Canvas
at the sun and grinned, then his dialogue resumed… asking
about the measure and the weather, just two words that rhyme,
2. Madonna
one on top of the other, imagine, the grind...
(2m x 2.4m)
Acrylic on Canvas
When does the marker bleed? When you use it in need. So the
lizard blinked an 3. Marilyn Monroe
eye at this thought,
(2m x 2m)
looked at the sun Acrylic on Canvas
for a for a moment
still,
confusion 4. Monica Bellucci
in his mind sent
(2m x 3m)
through his body Acrylic on Canvas
a chill, the loss of a
direction dimmed
5. Angelina Jolie
his will... What about the marker? He said why would
(3m x 2m)
it bleed? Why would you use it in need? Why the marker?
Why bleed?
Is it the marker that’s a tool to express thoughts and feelings? Why a marker not a pen in this case?

Intensity in anger replaced by the calm of the night. Anger and hunger, washed away by the tide... To go far, to go
distant from the
turmoil in the
mind. To find
peace at heart...

Acrylic on Canvas

Here is a set of mobile covers with a certain level of intensity that I
have designed last year.

Let’s go for darkness, to a black state of mind. Let’s go for
weakness, to be what others want... Let’s go for intensity,
from blurred to sharp. Let’s go for action while numbing
the mind...
Why do we listen to our fears sometimes, and drown in
our tears for a while... And pass our days like an endless
sleepless night, why do we sometimes go blind?
Sometimes? Always! Do you
sometimes think
of yourself a year
ago and shake
your head and
say to yourself,
“Oh how blind
was i”? And you
think that today
you are more
aware than the
days gone by,
doesn’t it follow
that tomorrow

REBIRTH
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you will be more aware than today?
So, we spend our days becoming more and more aware,
or so we think, and so we sink...
Aware of what? Of what’s inside...
And what’s outside? That too... Related to how we deal
with the outside on the inside...
You dig? I do...
Things change... What things? Our perception of things,
how we relate to them, how we react...
True...
A part of a song comes to mind: “here’s a world that is
waiting between the living and the dead, here the flesh
and its pleasures, are eternally wed”
Some things don’t change... But also, all pleasures are in
the mind. They start there, happen there, and end there...
So, what happens in the mind? Everything... A point of
view can change your life... It drags with it certain reactions, corridors of behavior... Ideas shape lives, what are
yours...?
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THIS IS FURNITURE.

One barrel taken, another is given back in full color and a message. A
trashed item renovated. It is like rebirth, like life after life, because death is simply an illusion. Death is static and nothing is static in
the universe, not even the most solid and dense material is static. Everything is in constant motion at a sub-atomic / electornic level.
Now, where do we go from there? We come here. Right here to the now, and what do we do now?

W O O D

we Revolt. we Rebel. we Resist. And it is an internal revolution i am talking about. A
revolution is the revolt of one idea against another. In order to move from a state of tension into
a state of peace one has to pass by a state of friction.

A R T

Friction: The rubbing together of two things. The friction between the head of the match
and the matchbox causes a spark. A spark is created when two or more ideas rub against each
other. This spark causes a fire, and a fire has to consume in order to burn. It consumes oxygen
and matter. The oxygen is time and matter is a body of ideas transforming: from wood into
soot, from stone into coal, from fuel into gas: from uncontentment into contentment, from
questioning and doubting into trusting, from refusal into acceptance.

Is it the irresistable draw of the forbidden... Or is it the amazing feel? Either way, the lure is undeniable. Art

and tragedy more
than often come hand in hand. It is tragdy that brings art about, like a volcano exhaling all its
anger and fury, and it is art that causes most of the tragedy simply because it is closely related to
time. Art escapes time, and time determines art. Not only does time determine art but also the
ideas that come with time. The most potent of all ideas is the idea of self image. The way we see ourselves determines how
we see the world. How the world sees us also depends on how we see ourselves...

Rebirth: To transform the self from one state into another is to go through a state of revolt
and rebellion. Revolt and rebellion against the old self; the old self being a body of ideas that
has to be broken down, consumed by the fire of change and eventually to be shaped again in a
new form.

Used and abused, empty and expired, worn out and trashed, consumed in a few minutes, these items go in and out of our lives
so fast we hardly ever notice it until one day we find ourselvs feeling just like that. What do we do? Some find the answer in a
joke and take things light-heartedly, and some go a little deeper and find the answer spiritually.
This is my iterpretation of a state of mind I went through during the past several years. They stand as a testimony to our relentless struggle in search of internal peace and balance despite hardhsips that make us feel as worthless as an empty can thrown
out on the street flattened by the wheels of time yet retaining its bright colors and message.

TECH FILE: Size: 30cm diameter x 50cm height | Weight: 17kg. on average | Surface: Wood | Paint: Urethane | Finish: Glossy

LIFE AFTER LIFE
T H E M U N D A N E
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Who said that such a single use small item can’t be made into a useable piece of work? Raw metal designed,
cut and curved to shape, then welded in place. Scuffed and painted with silver and rust. A shining piece of
metal in the dust. The dust made by our FMCG world that has turned everything into a number, including us. That same part of an item serves as a door standing between our brainwashed thirst and the thirst
quenching beverage stored inside. Untouched, this Soda Pop Top is a can lid cover that locks in fizz and
freshness for days. It is our guarantee for quality. Once opened it automatically becomes trash. We throw it
away without thinking twice about it. But if we do think twice about it, we can come up with a magnified
and fortifed version of a disposable item and turn it into something else. The idea here is to turn a trashed
worthless piece into art that no longer goes unnoticed wherever it is placed. It somehow turns a single
use item into a functional metal sculpture that you can sit on or admire from a distance. A testimony to
our fast moving, disposible, mass consumer oriented world of today. A solid piece of metal that remains
standing unmoved in the middle of a river of trash turning our country and planet into a waste land.
TECH FILE: Weight: 20Kg. | Size: 43cm x 62 cm | Material: Iron | Paint: Urethanes | Finish: Semi Glossy

FOR FREE SUBSCRIPTION IN THIS NEWSLETTER,
PLEASE SEND YOUR FULL NAME & COMPLETE
ADDRESS TO: HADY@HADYBEYDOUN.COM
YOUR ADDRESS SHOULD LOOK LIKE THIS:
FULL NAME, CITY, AREA, STREET, REMARK (NEXT TO A
LANDMARK), BLDG., FLOOR, PHONE NO. & EMAIL
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For those who believe in hiding the content between the lines. The subtle right in between the bold, the renwed
trashed item is now back with attitude. Attitude is ego, ego is like a gas tank with a hole in its belly, no matter how
much gasoline you pour into it, it will always ask for more. The tiring part is the process of constantly trying
to fill it up. At one point you run out of new things to feed that ego, and, using more of the the same
over and over again creates a monotony that opnes the door to a complete sense of apathy.
A state of apathy means a state of uninterest in anything around you. It is looks like a swamp, a
place where nothing moves except for the flies feeding on rotting decaying matter. A state of
apathy is never unconcious of itself. It judges the self way too severly. It is aware that
is it crumpled, used and abused. It feels old and useless and it hates itself for being
in such a state, helpless, alone, left in the dark to consume it from the inside out.
When the ego dislikes its own self , it automatically dislikes the whole
world and everything around it. It retaliates, it becomes aggressive,
it tries to hide its shame by attacking others at the slightest
provokation. It wants to say to itself and to the whole world: Eat Shit!
CONCEPT, LAYOUT AND DESIGN BY SKIN DEEP® HADY BEYDOUN. ALL ARTICLES HEREIN ARE THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS. SKIN DEEP® HADY BEYDOUN, AND WHO MAY REPRESENT IT AND WRITES IN IT ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY PROBLEMS
THAT MAY ARISE FROM BEING OFFENDED BY READING THESE ARTICLES, COMMENTS OR TECHNIQUES WHEN MENTIONED.
THIS NEWSLETTER IS COPYRIGHT© AND REPRODUCTION OF ANY PART OF IT IS EXPRESSLY FORBIDDEN, UNLESS WRITTEN PERMISSION IS GRANTED BY THE EDITOR IN CHARGE.

This is Life After Life. The metal barrel had
a specific funtion and that was to store 50 gallons
of liquid and transport them from one location to
another. After a certain amount of time, when the
liquid inside the barrel has been consumed and the
barrel drained, what remains is the empty shell, left
to rot out in the sun and rain. Our job is to take this
used and abused barrel and give it another function;
to give it another kind of life, life after life. A new form. A renewal of the mind, a rebrith on the inside which causes a change on the outside .
What ideas and thoughts we have been given in our early days can serve us for so long, and then they become old and rusty, dusty and squeaky. And one day we may
find ourselves looking for a way out, an escape because we find ourselves trapped, like an animal in a cage. Trapped, in a cage of ideas, our mind becomes the raging
animal and the ideas become the bars that make the cage.
Rebellion, Revolution, Resistance, these are all elements of anger, anger is friction, friction is heat, heat is fire, fire is change, Change

Is Never A Constant.

But how to capture the motion of change in a snapshot, to freeze that moving action in a solid shape, to transform motion into non-motion, to freeze time? It would be
very easy to take a picture of a moving object or person, or to take snapshots of a living creature at various stages of its life, from cradle to grave and observe them, or
to take still pictures of an angry person, but in all that, there is no rebirth.
Rebirth comes all in one: It is the same barrel that has contained 50 gallons of liquid that has now changed its physical function into a chair. This is only the small part of rebirth.
The bigger part is the statement and state of frozen change this physical object portrays:
The fire of change is symbolized by the visual statement in bold. The rusty wear and tear is the old deteriorating state that has caused the fire. The glossy shiny surface is the
renewed state of mind. The changed function is the renewed self.
The whole mix of the old and new is the snapshot of a motion now frozen. It is the same entity remolded in such a way that shows the old and the new all at once, the old function
and the new function, the old deteriorating state and the new shiny glossy state all at the same time, and the agent of change, the war of ideas in bold. That old hulk is repainted
in bold colors with streaks of rust, wear and tear under a shiny glossy surface with a brand new function.
* Take a city, for example our beloved war torn Beirut with its old beautiful residential buildings renovated now as commercial stores and offices. It gives you a sense of rebirth; the
old has been renwed while retaining the original form, with the function changed. However what is left trapped underneath its glossy surface is the rusty dusty squeaky human being
who has rebelled against his own self and remodeled his appearance leaving his interior frozen in its stagnant deteriorated state. Not only that, but he has remodeled the beating heart
of a city and trimmed down its many functions into one: From a metropolitain feel into one huge open shopping mall.

TECH FILE: Size: 95cm x 60cm | Surface: Metal | Paint: Urethane | Finish: Matt | Upholstery: Leather / Rabbit Fur | Foot Rail: Stainless Steel

ETYMOLOGY: TATTOO: TA-TAU (POLYNIESIAN): TA (TO TAP) - TAU (SPIRIT).
T

NOURA

LUNA

This idea came up when one of my close friends had a baby called Judy and i thought, what
better gift can it be than her daughter’s name in Arabic cast in gold and studded with precious stone as a unique pendant to wear around her neck? A few months later, Luna came
to another friend of mine. Then Mrs. Noura came over and saw the other pendants and
ordered one for herself. I know the photography sucks, but my friend the photographer did
not show up as he said he would...

ing men on the list, defying gravity with your elegance, smiling brightly at every chance, come closer woman and don’t pretend that you don’t see what is clear as day!

JUDY

Ode To A Woman, human or divine? a fleeting whisper in the wind, an impact upon first sight, do you hide beneath your skin? flaming hearts in the mist, collect-
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Bored to death... “Pleasure is nothing, the way
to pleasure is everything” someone said, and i
think he / she is right about that... Pleasure is
consumed in a matter of minutes, expired right
after it’s tasted, dead and done with, right after
it got born...
The way to pleasure is infinite, intense, extreme, immortal... Pleasure itself is not infinite,
it is mortal, it dies with an orgasm, it dies with
a sigh, it dies at its highest climax, it gets tired,
it demands variety in a limited world...
Pleasure is a variable, a vowel, a vowel is an
emotion and there are only six vowels mixed
in with twenty consonants. It takes up to three
consonants and one vowel to make up a decent
solid word (in english.) But, the way to pleasure
is forever unfailing, it is a constant, a consonant
and a vowel at the same time, because the way
to pleasure is pleasure in itself! The way to love
is love in itself.
Anticipation (hope) is a constant in this ever
changing world, it is a constant when it exists,
and a constant void when it ceases to exist, in
one case it seals the lid on an eternal void, and
in the other, it opens the door to a neutral hell:
an endless void.
This world has made its way to pleasure, a pleasure a day keeping the dream away, you see, in
the moment of pleasure, nothing exists, even
the “i” dissolves, the world ceases to exist, the
past, the present, the future, it all dissolves into
a void overflowing with the pleasure of the moment:
I am a fountain and a river, a source of light, the
pleasure of giving. Nothing is constant in this
fast moving world (life), this world constantly
deteriorating and renewing itself, a balance in

the void...
And the void? A
balance in itself...
And the balance?
The balance is an
equalizer, a state
of neutrality, a neutrality in the battle, one battle in the endless war of endless ideas...
A dream is an idea, an idea is a dream. Not all
ideas invoke a dream, there are ideas that kill
dreams, dream hunters.
The crime of killing a human being is called
homicide, the crime of killing a dream i call:
suicide.
The strongest and most effective dream (idea)
is:
The dream/idea of being endlessly powerful
and constantly happy, the dream/idea of endless energy.
(‘The fountain of youth’ is an idea, btw)
Energy brings happiness, happiness feeds on itself, and when it shines it becomes dangerously
seductive. There is endless charm in a happy
person, an unbounded seduction, unstoppable,
and if it were abundant enough, it can seduce
and charm the whole world...
But to seduce the world hardly brings us any
happiness, because gaining the world is pleasure itself, and pleasure alone is empty, it is the
way to pleasure that gives pleasure its value and
its worth, the way to pleasure involves keeping
the balance, the balance between ideas, ideas
that give life to dreams and ideas that kill these
dreams,

Life is a series of dreams,
dreams are ideas, ideas
make us who we are, we
are our dreams inside,
and nothing besides…
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Here’s a dream for you, one you can make real, make real with pain, pain like everything in life, the pain of birth and giving
birth, the pain of rebirth... A rebirth in color and form this time, a rebirth with an idea made flesh, in the flesh, under the
skin, with lines and curves and colors and shades, a rebirth with an idea made visible, made real made alive...

OLD TATTOO
OPERATION
WOUND,BURN
BIRTHMARK
STRETCH MARKS

THAT GARDEN OF EDEN,
The one from where we all come, from where
we come forth into this world, this world of the
living and the dead, this world of toil and sweat,
this world without a dream to be fulfilled... This
world is empty and vain, and most of all: this
world is bored.

S

ALL CAN BE COVERED UP WITH A
TATTOO THAT PERFECTLY HIDES
To step out of time, to extend a
moment to the extreme, to travel
far and wide in the space of a
song, to explore a thought, right
down from its roots and to follow it as it evolves, it is a world in
the mind that never stops, like a
universe with no end...

Nothing is perfect and we can’t
go through life un scarred. But
there are some scars that
haunt us, some change the
way we see our selves. Scars,
especially after surgery are
neither a pleasant sight nor a pleasant reminder
of the pain. Covering up scars and burns with art
is one of the most effective ways of making us
feel better about ourselves.

Have i ever tattooed you and told
you to be quiet during the process? Here’s why:
Imagine your tattoo is small, one
that takes five minutes to finish,
a chinese character or a star or a
word,
The gear is ready, needles in
place, the machine buzzing like
an engine in my hand, i can
feel it vibrating right up my arm,
adrenalin flowing, the tension is
high, ink flowing, the music blasting loud, you clench your teeth in
anticiption, fear of pain and you
feel the sting, the tattoo has just
begun...
Right then i am no longer here,
You are left all alone, with the sting
reminding you that you are alive,
the buzz of the machine penetrating your mind, the music so loud
you can’t even hear your own
thoughts...
Where have i gone?

To a land far beyond, to a memory
that i relive again in my mind, a
memory that evolves into a new
thought,

A director’s cut, another version of a
thought, a thought
explored from all
sides, digging deeper
into the thought, seasons change, days
and years may pass,

Another thought comes to mind,
the beat of the song brings, a feeling so old, a rush in the head, colors swirl, a daydream has begun, a
new born, a new thought, A color
scheme, a painting has come to
mind, one that explains a vibe, one
that defines a time, ah time, what is
time but another setting sun?
The song ends, the fifty or five minutes are up, the tattoo is done, i’m
back with you again, in the here
and now, your five minutes of pain
felt like an eternity in my mind, i
smile at my own thoughts, that trip
in the mind...

THAT TRIP IN THE MIND

HOW WOULD YOU DEFY THE PASSING OF TIME?
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Can be placed virtually anywhere, unlike traditional piercing. This opens a door to a whole new range of piercing– neck,
chest, arm. How? A small pocket is made in the skin with a 2mm needle and the anchor is placed in it. Pain? Much less
than the nose or navel piercing. Healing? Because there is very little trauma to the surrounding tissue, healing time tends
to be minimal around two weeks only. The nice thing about them is that they can also be placed in the tattoo.

reality, nothing but state of mind, the same things
that used to haunt us as children still do, will always do? unless... unless what? unless treated.
treated how? treated by the self, by itself, in itself... a process, a fight, an ardent journey up the
vertical slopes of the highest mountain: the ego.

so you want to get a tattoo, and you don’t know what
you want, you want it to be unique, you want to be different, you want to feel special, but you have no clue
what to get...
here’s one:
if you want something meaningful, it has to be meaningful to you and you alone!
what is meaningful to you? something that says something about you, something that describes you perhaps, or something that relates to you somehow.
it could be a realistic picture or an abstraction of a picture. it could be just a line or simply a word,
an animal, a flower or a bird!
it could be a number, a time,
a time to remember time,
to remember to go slow cause life burns fast, to re-

member kindness when we are strong, and to remember strength when we are weak,
to remember to ride on and not look back,
to finally understand that nothing in life is solid,
that everything is transient and fluid,
that time slips thru our fingers like sand,
that nothing is certain, nothing is constant,
everything shifts and moves,
mountains could crumble, cities could disappear and
new ones appear. rock, metal, concrete and everything
material moves from one state to another, all this
gets old and transforms, like our physical bodies, our
thinking, our beliefs, our understanding, and even the
way we react to life changes over time...
the only solid certainty is death,
and the only hope is love,

it is the only constant,
the constant that never changes,
the only constant that defeats time by remaining unchanged in essence.
a tattoo defies time,
it does not change,
it is the only material constant that is a part of us that
defies the passing of time and age.
what is a constant thing about you?
an idea, a passion, a dream ?
a simple ornament ?
big, small, aggressive, soft, detailed, colored or just
black...?
what suites your character,
what absolute defines you most?
how would you defy the passing of time?

